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1. My name is Andrew Tubbiolo. I live at ", ,.. r I have

worked with Mr Bressi since 1997, we have been good friends since 1992. I design
digital controls systems for astronomical instrumentation, and conduct astronomical
observations for the Spacewtch Project.

2. On Friday December 20, 2002 at approximately 4:40PM I was finishing my work
for the day and shutting down my workstation for the weekend when I received a call
from my co-worker Terry Bressi. Terry said he was approaching a road block on AZ Rt
86, the only road from Kitt Peak National Observatory to Tucson AZ. He said that there
was a long line of cars and that Police and U.S. Border Patrol were holding vehicles for
some period of time. We agreed to leave the phone circuit open and allow me to listen in
on the proceedings to act as a witness as best as I could.

3. The telephone connection was not the best, however I was able to hear a good
amount of the conversation. The following account of the events is a copy of notes I took
during the phone call. The notes are rough as they were transcribed as the event unfolded
over a noisy line. I wrote down only what I could clearly hear and understand.

4. As Terry approached the roadblock Terry asked an enforcement officer what the
stop was for. The enforcement officer responded that the stop was for "A drivers license
and sobriety checkpoint." Terry then asked how long the checkpoint had been there. The
enforcement officer responded that the checkpoint had been there for four to six hours.
The enforcement officer then asked Terry to show his drivers license and registration.
Terry's response was garbled, and I was not able to record his reply. However, I was able
to hear the enforcement officer request Terry to pullover, at which point Terry asked the
enforcement officer to identify himself. The enforcement officer did, however I was not
able to write down the enforcement officer's name with the speed of events. In fast order,
another enforcement officer's voice could be heard. It claimed Tribal Police authority and
explained that Terry was not under arrest and was not being detained. They asked for
Terry's supervisor's phone number to verify that the state truck Terry was driving was not
stolen, and Terry gave them Bob McMillan's phone number. Bob McMillan is the
Primary Investigator for the Spacewatch Project. The enforcement officers explained that
they were calling Mr McMillan.

5. Terry was then asked to step out of the vehicle. Shortly, another voice was heard
ordering the same thing. The second enforcement officer voice complains about hold ups
and I could clearly hear "Don't give me that 4th Amendment crap!" I heard metal rattling
for about 5 seconds, a long pause then the phone hung up. It should be noted that this was
not the complete conversation, only what I was able to hear and understand, there was a
lot of un-understood



conversation that transpired. I would estimate that I heard and understood approximately
40% of the spoken words heard over the connection.

6. I informed my immediate supervisor Marcus Perry and Primary Investigator Bob
McMillan of what happened. I cannot remember who called who first, either the TOPD
called Bob, or Bob called them. After conversing with the TOPD, Bob informed Marcus
and me that the TOPD were going to transport Terry to Ajo AZ and intern him there. We
asked that if we were to follow Terry to Ajo with bail money, were the chances good that
he could get him home
before the weekend ended. We were informed that that was so.

7. We decided to retrieve the Spacewatch pickup Terry was driving, and that I woul~
follow Terry to Ajo to act as a witness as best I could and to drive him home after release"""
from jail. Marcus Perry and I left work, packed an overnight set of clothes and an
estimate for what bail might be. We drove from Tucson to the location of the roadblock.

8. When we arrived at approximately 8PM the roadblock was in full swing. It was an
impressive operation, there were several kilowatt class lights lighting the entire area such
that the night vision of any dark-adapted driver would be lost. There were TOPD
enforcement officers on the road interrogating both lanes of traffic, with a greater number
of U.S. Border Patrol enforcement officers standing to the sides of the road. Both sides of
the road were occupied with enforcement vehicles. The vast majority of the vehicles
belonged to the U.S. Border Patrol. My estimate would be 8 to 10 TOPD vehicles and 20
or more U.S. Border Patrol vehicles, including a large bus. There was also a van with AZ
Dept of Corrections marks on it.

9. To the South of the checkpoint was a large fenced off area with approximately 40
vehicles in various state of being searched or shutdown. Leaving this area as we arrived
was a large truck of the type used to haul vehicles to car dealerships, completely loaded
with civilian vehicles. Special effort was made to make way for this truck as it entered
AZ Rt 86 and headed West. A steady flow of cars into this impound area occurred during
my stay at the stop, and I observed two other loaded trucks leaving for the West while I
was there. Using the checkpoint as an origin, and considering that AZ Rt 86 runs
East/West, the TOPD parked their vehicles to the South and West side of the road. A U.S.
Border Patrol bus was between these vehicles and the checkpoint. To the South and East
of the checkpoint were the U.S. Border Patrol vehicles. Through that mass of vehicles
was a road section that led to the impound area where cars were constantly entering under
their own power and leaving on trucks after being searched. As we approached from the
East we observed several enforcement vehicles leading the roadblock by a mile or more. I
assume they were TOPD or Pima County Sheriff.

10. As we approached the roadblock Marcus held out his drivers license and vehicle
registration to an enforcement officer by the name of Odell. After we informed
enforcement officer Odell that we were there for Terry Bressi, he informed us that we
should park in the area between the U.S. Border Patrol and TOPD vehicles, and speak
with an enforcement officer by the name ofFord. He did not touch, nor did he run our
vehicle and registration or Marcus' driver's license. While we waited for enforcement



officer Ford to arrive, enforcement officer Oldell informed us that Terry need not go to
jail. That all he had to do was sign a state traffic citation, but that he refused to do so. I
asked enforcement officer Odell if we could see Terry, and he said that we could as soon
as they could spare an enforcement officer.

11. As we waited for enforcement officer Ford to arrive and to see Terry I was able to
better observe roadblock operations. In the middle of the road stood a generator and
lighting construct with the lights aimed into incoming traffic. There stood two TOPD
enforcement officers, one in each line of traffic. Also in each line of traffic (but offset to
the side of the road at a distance such that this person would be to the rear of current
stopped traffic) stood a U.S. Border Patrol enforcement officer in green fatigue uniform.
Also lining the road performing several different tasks were more Border Patrol agents.
An enforcement officer in uniform (unknown which branch of enforcement) walked a dog
along the cars that approached from the West. The dog looked like a German Shepard and
stopped shortly at all the cars to sniff as it went along. I also briefly observed the dog
sniffing cars as they approached from the East but this was more difficult to observe
through the clutter of vehicles and activity from my series of vantage points. Vehicles
were stopped in a haphazard manner. Some were completely waved through without
coming to a complete stop. Others were stopped, I.D. taken, handed to other enforcement
officers while the enforcement officer would converse with the driver. Meanwhile, the
U.S. Border Patrol officer to the rear would look into the vehicle then look the vehicle
over and exchange words with the enforcement officer conducting the stop. Sometimes
all car doors and rear trunk were opened and a search was made of the car interior and
trunk area. A subset of those were directed to the impound area where an even more
through search of the car was made.

12. In the impound area car occupants were stood to the side under what I assume was
guard by some form of authority. I could not see much except what was transpiring under
flashlight. The lighting covered the roadblock operation and destroyed my night vision.
However I was able to observe small groups of people standing to the side of their vehicle
near a person with a flashlight, shining that flashlight on them. Meanwhile, another
flashlight could be seen scanning the interior of the vehicle while items were removed in
placed into a pile. Approximately 4 vehicles in the impound area were under search at any
one time, the vast majority were idle, or being loaded on trucks. Now and then I could see
people being loaded onto the U.S. Border Patrol bus. These buses bear the U.S. Border
Patrol insignia and are a regular sight coming from, and going to Kitt Peak.

13. When enforcement officer Ford arrived he began to describe the operation. He
said that the operation was set up for the holiday weekend and that the roadblock also
served to stem illegal immigration and smuggling. He said that they had impounded some
amount of drugs, and a large number of illegal aliens, and that Terry was really being
unreasonable in his behavior. He also explained that on the reservation two sets of laws
apply. Reservation law is applied to members of the reservation and that state law was
applied to non-members, and that Terry fell under state law. After the preliminaries were
over we were able to obtain permission to take the Spacewatch vehicle back to Tucson,
and obtain an enforcement officer (Odell?) to stand guard over us while we conversed
with Terry.



14. As we approached a grouping of TOPD vehicles the enforcement officer pointed
out which vehicle Terry was in. He was in a marked TOPD vehicle from the K-9 squad. I
asked why Terry was put in the K-9 vehicle and the enforcement officer replied that it
was the only vehicle with a cage. As the enforcement officer opened the door, Terry was
handcuffed and seated in the back of the vehicle. The enforcement officer uncuffed Terry
and stood aside so we could have some privacy in our conversation. Terry and talked
about what he wanted to do, and what we planned to do to help him out. I was able to
convince him that he had made a statement and that he would have his day in court, that
he should sign the traffic citation and come home. He did so, and we obtained permission
to take down some license plate numbers, collect our goods and leave.

15. While this was being done I took a further look around and asked a corrections
enforcement officer how long the roadblock would be in operation. She thought it would
be under operation for several days. She, in turn asked me about Terry's situation and I
explained that Terry was under the mistaken impression that we lived in a country under a
Constitution. She replied that on the reservation the Constitution did not apply and was
not respected as a policy.

We left the scene at approximately 9:30 PM.

Further I sayeth not.
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